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 A staple experience of a Denison freshman is the sacred exit sign lick. Anyone who is any-

one has seen that luring red glare of the the letters “E”, “X”, “I”, and “T” and felt the sudden urge 

to give that sign a crisp high five. Students see this as a tradition, Denison sees this differently. This 

behavior has escalated to a point where Denison can ignore no longer and has had to make constant 

replacements to ensure that the safety of freshman’s is not compromised because of missing exit 

signs. 

 However, a recent strain on the worlds relationship with Russia has stopped all business with 

the country including natural gas, iron/steel and you guessed it… EXIT SIGNS. Denison has ran 

into an impossible blockade in the acquisition of exit signs and more specifically, a blockade in en-

suring Denison students safety. This story would end here if this was Kenyon or Ohio State but this 

is Denison, and after thorough investigation I have found that Denison has made “under the table” 

trades with the Russian government. For double the price, Weinberg has personally zoomed with 

Putin to ensure that 2000 exit signs are delivered to Denison by the start of next semester. 

  Moral of the story: Don’t mess with Denison and their exit signs.

           -Stu Swiss

THE EXIT SIGN CONUNDRUM

 Uhh, I’m just vibing. I’m playing smash right now. I’m going to Newark tomorrow. Can you ask 

someone to drive me? I need my new debit card. It’s only like 15 minutes away. If it’s nice out maybe I’ll 

make a day out of it. Do you want to drive me? (no.) I think it would be wet but disc golf is a thing. I can 

check the weather right now. Bowling? I’m an ok bowler. The last time I bowled was 2019. It was a carwash 

employee annual thing at a nice bowling alley. They were giving away PS4s, one guy got a scholarship. And 

I bowled alright, but... I didn’t win anything. *sad sigh*              -Murph

MURPH CORNER
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Staff “Cheese” Box

TOP 10 WORST DENISON PHRASES

1. “Camp Denny Doo”
2. “Have you registered to vote?” 
3. “What’s the move?”
4. “Lets go to the moonies”
5. “Lets go to lamson”

6. “What to DU”
7. “I’m a philosophy major”
8. “I’m so drunk right now”
9. “What’s your major?”
10. “I just want to dance”

I grew up in the sticks and never really got to be exposed to a lot of the neat things this world has to offer, such as sloths 
or drag queens. Complaining is a hobby of mine, but I actually think it’s pretty cool that you can shamble into a Denison 
building after a long day of not checking your email and get blindsided by a bark eating mammal or a fierce walk. I’ve 
been mulling it over a bit and decided that these are some things I’d like to see on Denison’s dime, in no particular order.

HUMAN SACRIFICES: Kinda cool, never seen one before. 
MONKFISH: Nasty looking fish, and I actually have seen one before but I would like to observe one again.
ENTROPY: I know it’s real but I want to really EXPERIENCE it.
MIMES IN REAL GLASS BOXES: I think it would be neat.
SOMEONE WITH A MULLET WHO DOESN’T MAKE ME UNCOMFORTABLE: (hard ask)
THERAPY SKUNKS: Everyone has pet a dog by this point in their lives. Let’s switch it up.
MURPH: Murph.
A SWAT TEAM: This one’s really just a phone call away but I’d feel guilty leading them here under false pretenses.

         -James Whitney, Stuff Viewer

SURPRISE CAMPUS EVENTS

M U R P H.

-Mick Smith, Sophomore Writer

THINGS TO SAY TO YOUR FRIEND WHEN THEY WANT TO EAT AT CURTIS

“I already shit my pants today”

“I’m vegan”

“I’m more of a slayter guy myself”

“I’m going to doordash some dirt”

“I already had 4 redbulls, half a Juul Pod, and a cough drop”

“My legs fell off”

          -Anonymous


